Series Preface

The light of natural philosophy illuminates many subject areas including an understanding that microorganisms represent the foundation stone of our biosphere by having been the origin of life on Earth. Microbes therefore comprise the basis of our biological legacy. Comprehending the role of microbes in this world which together all species must share, studying not only the survival of microorganisms but as well their involvement in environmental processes, and defining their role in the ecology of other species, does represent for many of us the Mount Everest of science. Research in this area of biology dates to the original discovery of microorganisms by Antonie van Leeuwenhoek, when in 1675 and 1676 he used a microscope of his own creation to view what he termed “animalcula,” or the “little animals” which lived and replicated in environmental samples of rainwater, well water, seawater, and water from snow melt. van Leeuwenhoek maintained those environmental samples in his house and observed that the types and relative concentrations of organisms present in his samples changed and fluctuated with respect to time. During the intervening centuries we have expanded our collective knowledge of these subjects which we now term to be environmental microbiology, but easily still recognize that many of the individual topics we have come to better understand and characterize initially were described by van Leeuwenhoek. van Leeuwenhoek was a draper by profession and fortunately for us his academic interests as a hobbyist went far beyond his professional challenges.

It is the goal of this series to present a broadly encompassing perspective regarding the principles of environmental microbiology and general microbial ecology. I am not sure whether Antonie van Leeuwenhoek could have foreseen where his discoveries have led, to the diversity of environmental microbiology subjects that we now study and the wealth of knowledge that we have accumulated. However, just as I always have enjoyed reading his account of environmental microorganisms, I feel that he would enjoy our efforts through this series to summarize what we have learned. I wonder, too, what the microbiologists of still future centuries would think of our efforts in comparison with those now unimaginable discoveries which they will have achieved. While we study the many
wonders of microbiology, we also further our recognition that the microbes are our biological critics, and in the end they undoubtedly will have the final word regarding life on this planet.

Indebted with gratitude, I wish to thank the numerous scientists whose collaborative efforts will be creating this series and those giants in microbiology upon whose shoulders we have stood, for we could not accomplish this goal without the advantage that those giants have afforded us. The confidence and very positive encouragement of the editorial staff at Springer DE has been appreciated tremendously and it is through their help that my colleagues and I are able to present this book series to you, our audience.
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Symbioses are an interesting subject for study because they represent relationships that involve interactive give and take between the members of at least two species that live in direct contact with one another. All symbiotic interactions would have been initiated accidentally and presumably nearly all attempts at symbiosis fail. Participants in those rare attempts at symbiosis that do succeed will often then coevolve. This volume helps to explain the types of mechanisms that have resulted in evolutionary success between symbiont partners. Our journey of understanding begins with an introductory chapter that summarizes the basic nature and mechanistic benefits derived from symbiotic interactions. Those basic concepts are then advanced through a series of detailed examples that explain the symbiotic relationships existing across a broad range of host systems including interactions that involve microbes alone, interactions between microbes and plants, and interactions between microbes and animals.

I am tremendously grateful to Hanna Hensler-Fritton, Andrea Schlitzberger, and Isabel Ullmann at Springer DE, for their help and constant encouragement which has enabled myself and the authors to achieve publication of this collaborative project.
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